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Compactifications of the set of integers whose remainders are [0, wl] are studied. Conditions 
assuring the existence of such spaces with certain pseudocompact subspaces are given. Extension of 
functions on N in such compactifications is discussed. 
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Franklin-Rajagopalan spaces pseudo-compactness 
extension of functions 
Franklin and Rajagopalan, in [3], define a compactification yN of the space of 
natural numbers uch that YN-N is (homeomorphic to) the ordinal space [0, 013. In 
this paper, we discuss everal versions of TN. We show that in some models of set 
theory, fl can be constructed so that qN-{ol} is almost compact, but that in other 
models, TN-(oi} is never even pseudocompact. We also show that no strengthening 
of the topology of yN-(0s) is pseudocompad. In Section 4, we show that if the 
continuum hypothesis holds, then 7N can be constructed insuch a way that it behaves 
like BPJ except for countably many points of [0, 011. 
1. Preliminaries 
All given spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff. A cardinal is an initial ordinal, and 
an ordinai s the set of its predecessors. We denote the spaces of natural numbers and 
of real numbers by N and R respectively. The cardinal@ of R is denoted by c. If f is a 
function, flA] and f ‘[A] denote {f(a): a E A} and u( f ‘(a): a E A} respectively. 
By a Ftattkl&-Rajdgopdan spatie (FR spa&) we mean a compactification TNof N 
such ‘that $V-N = 01+ 1. For an FR space TN, we denote by y% the subspace 
IN-; of 9. 
Ahji’Yersion of fl can be constructed from BN by starting with a strictly decreasing 
al-sequence (G )A<~~ of clopen subsets of @N-N where Co = #?N-N. Then each of 
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the clopen sets CA - CA+1 is identified to a point; if ho< 01 is a limit ordinal, 
n(C’: A < Aa) - CA0 is identified to a point, and finally mCA: A < wl} is identified to a 
point. The resulting quotient opology ields (a version of) TN, with 01 correspond- 
ing to mCn: A < WI}. Details of the construction may be found in [9]. We also note 
that any FR space gives rise to a strictly decreasing ol-sequence of clopen sets. This 
construction isgiven in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
MaIkn’s axiom is denoted MA, and the continuum hypothesis denoted CH. We 
will need the following consequence of MA+ 1CH (which follows from Booth’s 
lemma, see [7& Any non-empty intersection of fewer than c open sets has non- 
empty interior. A proof may be found in [l]. 
For definitions not given here, see [4] or 191. 
2. M-g FIU spaces 
The spaces , the spaces !P. of problem 51 in [4], and the ordinal space 01 share 
the property of being locally countable+ addition, the spaces V and 01 are 
pseudocompact, and (as we show below) ?N may be pseudocompact. It is clear that 
the removal of a non-isolated point from any of these spaces will leave a clopen copy 
of N -just take any sequence of isolated points converging tothe removed point. In 
this section, we show that pseudocompactness is destroyed by strengthening the 
topology* 
2.1. Proposition. Any locally countable pseudocompact space is locally compact. 
Proof. Suppow X is locally countable but not locallw compact. Choose p E X such w 
that p does not have a compact neighborhood. Since X is locally countable, and since 
a countable completely regular space is zero-dimensional, p has a clopen countable 
neighborhood U. By the choice of p, U is not compact, and, since U is countable, U
is not pseudocompact. A pseudocompact space cannot have a non-pseudocompact 
clopen subset. Heince X is not pseudocompact. 
2.2. Fropositio~~ If X is a locally countable space, then any strengthening of the 
topology of X fails to be pseudocompact. 
Proof. Suppose (X, F) is locally countaktle and Fc &. Choose U E Fl - X Since 
U& 9, there is a p E U such that if p E V E F, then V is nap a subset of U. Since (X, F) 
is locally countable, there is a set rB G _X such that p E A, .A is. clopen in (X, F), and A 
is countable. The relative topology on A .ly stronger than that from F 
and therefore is not compact. Since A is -countable, the relative topology on A from 
Fl is not pseudocompact. The set A is clopen in (X, Y) and hence in (X, Fl). Since a 
clopen subset of a pseudocompact space 1s pseudocompact, (X Fl) is not pseudo- 
compact. 
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Corolllary. If ?N is an FR space, any strengthening of the topology of rfil fails to be 
homeomorphic to P or 01. 
3. Pseudocompactness in FR spaces 
In this section we show that depending upon set-theoretic assumptions there may 
or may not be FR spaces TN for which ~3 is pseudocompact. 
3.1. Proposition. There is an FR space TN such that 7% fails to be pseudocompact. 
Proof, Let ylN be any FR space, and let arN = NW(~) be the one-#point 
compactification f N. Let ?N be obtained from the topo&gical union rlN u CUN by 
identifying 01 and 00. Then yN is an FR space, and ?N has a clopen subspace 
homeomorphic toN. 
The next lemma llows us to determine when there are pseudocompact versions of 
y3. 
3.2. Lemma. The following statements (about models of ZFC) are equivalent. 
(i) Zhere is a pseudocompact version of $L 
(ii) There is a decreasing o 1 -sequence (C ) A Aco1 of clopen subsets of PN -N such that 
n{CA: h < WI} is nowhere dense in PN - N. 
Proof. (i) =$ (ii) Suppose ?N is an FR space such that 7% is pseudocompact. Let 
f: l3N+ ?N by the Stone extension of the identity map on N. For each A < 01, let 
CA = f’[(h, ol)]. Each C A is clopen in PN-N. If nC~ had non-empty interior in 
PN-N, there would be an infinite subset A of N such that (Clfi~A) -A G 
n(cn: h <ol}. But then A would be a clopen copy of N in 73, contradicting the 
assumption that 3 was pseudocompact. 
(ii) +(i). Suppose there is a sequence (Cn) of clopen sets as described in (ii). We 
may assume CO = @N-N. Now construct $l from the sequence n (C,: A <WI} as in 
Section 1. Then $l is the continuous image of ,SN-n {C,: Kol} which is pseudo- 
compact since n {CA: A < ml} is nowhere dense in fiN-N. Therefore a is pseudo- 
compact. 
Remark. Since a is normal, any pseudocompact version of $l is also countably 
compact. 
3.3. Theorem. (a) (2*O< 2N1) mere is a countably compact version of a. 
(b) It ic n zistant with 2H~ =2N1 that there be a countably compact version of 7%. 
(c) (hlA + 1 CH) No version of a is pseudocompact. 
Phf. (a) Rothberger [6] showed that if 2Ho<2N1, then some decreasing 010 
sequence of clopen subsets of PN - N is nowhere-dense in PN - N. 
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(b) HechSer has shown [2] that it is consistent with 2N~= 2H’ that there be 
&creasing ol-sequences of clopen subsets of #N-N whose intersection is nowhere 
dense. 
(c) Since MA+ --ICI-I implies that non-empty intersections of #I open sets of 
#N-N have non-empty interiors, condition (ii) of the Lemma cannot hold. * 
Remk. Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3 give easy “consistency” examples for the 
problems E and F on p. 680 of [8]. Just use $8. 
3.4. tiro&Wy. (a) (2’O < 29 ?%efe afe non-homeomorphic versions of ylV. 
(bj It is consistent with 2*l = 2*1 that there be non-homeomorp)ric versions of yN. 
Roo#. Combine Proposition 3.1 with parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.3. 
Qaestk. Are there non-homeomorphic FR spaces? In particular, if MA+ +X 
holds, are alI FR spaces homeomorphic? 
4. Estemhm of func@ons and atmost compactness in FR spaces 
In this section, we show that assuming CH there is an FR space fl which behaves 
aimost like @N with respect to the extension of elements of C*(N) in the following 
sense: For each f tz C*(N), there is an (Y < 01 such that f extends to an element of 
C*(Nu[a, WI]). Thus, each f E C*(N) extends to at1 but countably many points of 
$I-N. The corresponding space $l is almost compact, hat is, riy = j3(&. The 
, 
construction is a special case of the construction of the following theorem: 
4.1. Theorem. Suppose cy is an infinite cardinal number such that every non-empfy 
in&rse&on of fewer than Q! open sets of /3N-N has non-empty interior. Let 9 be a 
subsefofC*(N) such that 191 s (Y. ?%eta there is a compuctijicationr r*N of N such that 
rSN--N= [0, ar] andforeach f E S, there is Q Cs e: QL such thatf extends to an element of 
C’(N LU[~, a]). 
Roof. We may assume without lowI of generality hat 191= CL Write * = { fA :A < a). 
We wiU mimic the const~ctiotj ~tf yN except hat the clopen sets CA will be chosen 
carefully. Let CO = @N-N. Suppose Ao< Q and for each A C ho, a clopen subset CA of 
@N-N has been defined so tha,: if A1 < A2 C ho, then CA3 G CxI. Then by assumption, 
InfBN-N n (CA : A CA*}. Since: non-empty zero sets of flN-N have non-empty 
interior, there is a non-emljty &pen subset CA0 of @N-N such that C&,E 
Int n {CA : A CA,) and f& is crPnstant on Cb3 .where. f f. is & stonetkxtension . f AOa 
This defines an a -sequence (jCn. : A c-k) of ‘CIopen subsets of /3N AN in such a way 
that fl,, ICn is constant for ewery h a&. NOW let r*N be obt@ned from #N. by 
identifying each set of the form n {C’: A <ho) to a point and n {CA : A <a) to z 
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point. Then just as in the case of $V, the resulting space is a compactification f N 
such that &N-N is (homeomorphic to) [0, a]. Since ffO is constant on &,, the 
function &, extends to an element of C*(Nu [Ao, a]), 
Remark. The technique of 4.1 was also used in [S] to get certain scattered 
compactifications of N such that every bounded function of N extends to some point 
of the remainder. 
4.2. Propo~Nion. (MA) There is a compacti’cation rN of N such that 
rN- N = [0, c] and such that for each f E CT(N), there is a A < c such that f extends to 
an element of C*(N v [A, c]). 
Proof. Under MA, the cardinal c can be substituted for cy of Theorem 4.1, and 
C*(N) can be substituted for $5 
4.3. Coroiky. (CH) There is an FR space yN such that for each f E C*(N), there is a 
countable ordinal LY such that f exends to an element of C*(N v [cu, 011). 
Proof. If CM holds, the space rN of Proposition 4.2 an FR space. 
The following proposition gives the exact condition under which there is an FR 
space having the property described in Corollary 4.3. 
4.4. Psopos&ion. ?%ere is an FR space yN xsch that c zh f E C*(N) extends to an 
element of C*(Nu [cw, 011) for some cy < 01 if al*lrd oib fj if /3N-N has a P-point of 
character Kl. 
Proof. (Necessity). Let I: @N+ ?N be the Stone extension of the identity map. For 
each a 601, let & = I -‘({a}). We first note that & has only one element. For 
suppose pl and p2 were distinct elements of &. If & and & are disjoint elopen 
@N-neighborhoods f p1 and ~2, then each of the sets U1 and U2 intersects p0 for a 
cofinal (in [0, WI]) set of a’s. But then the element of C*(N) which is 0 on U1 n N and 
1 elsewhere xtends to no set NW [tz, 011 where ct c wl. This contradicts the 
assumption  ‘yN. Let p be the element of &. Since (p} = n {($‘[(cy, wl)]: cy c oi}, 
the pseudocharacter of p in fiN- N is Hi. Since in a compact spa$e, the pseudo- 
character isthe same as the character, the character of p is also Ml. We must now show 
that p is a P-point. Since B is an element of &,,, it suffices to show that if 
f fz C*(p(N-N), ,then there is a 8 COG suck that f is constant on (h)“[(& oJJ. 
Suppose f EC*(#N-N). Then f extends to an element F of C*‘(pN). By the 
assumption on yN, there is an cy <ol such that FIN extends’ to a function g E 
C*(N u [a, 0~1). There is a S such that LY < S c 01 and g is constant on (a, ml]. Since 
FrN=goh/‘N, we have Fr?[(S, &J] = go&-‘[(S, wJ]. Furthermore 
g~&-~[(&~~)] and gr(& WI] have the same range. By assumption, gr(S, curl] is 
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comtant. Htbce FrC’(S, wi] = ffC’(&, 011. isconstant. (Sufficiency) Let ip be a 
P-point of @N-N such that the,character ofp. is /3N-N is N1. Let {C,),<,i be a 
decreasing sequence of clopen neighborhoods (in .@N-N) of p which form a 
neighborhood base at p. Comtruct 7N from this sequence. Then since every 
f E C*@N-N) is constant on ‘some CG, ‘the. FRbt space 7N jhas the required 
Property. 
4.5 CotoIky. (CH) l’%ere isan FR space TN s&h that $ is almost Iccbmpact. 
haof. Let 7N be as in Corollary 4.3. We must show that each f E C*(a) extends 
to an element of C*(g). But f 1 N extends to (01) (in fact, to an interval [A, wJ), so f 
extends to all of riy (see, for example, problem (6H of [4]). 
Professor M. Rice has pointed out the following consequence of Corollary 4.3. 
4.6# ~pos&ion. (CM) zlhere is an FR space yN such that for any compact metric 
space Mand any (continuous) function f : N+ Where is an cy coy such thatf extends 
to a continuous function F: N v [a, oJ+ M. 
M. Let +5l be the FR space of Corollary 4.3. Embed M in a produf nkGN [0, l]k 
of countably many copies of the closed unit interval. Let F : N+ M be a function and 
for each k E N let fk(x) be the kth coordinate of f(x). By Corollary 4.3, for each k 
there is an CYL Co1 such that fk extends to an element Fk of C*(Nu[ak, 0,D. Let 
a=su~a~:L~N),andletF:Nu[~,w~]-+MbegivenbyF(x)=(F~(x)).~enFis 
continuous and extends fi
. 
Remark. In Proposition 4.6 the metric space AU cannot be replaced by an arbitrary 
compact space. To see this, let X = floea, [0, l]= be the product of w;lcopies of the 
closed unit interval. For each a e ml, let fa : N-, [0, l] be a function which does not 
extend to cp E yN-N. (We can do this because cu is a point.of irst countability of fl.) 
Now suppose f : N-+X is given by f(n) = ( fa(u))a+,,i. Then since the ath coordinate 
function of f fails to extend to uci,, f does not extend to any continuous function 
F: NW [a, w+ X for any Q c 01~ (Note however that from the construction of fl, 
the point wl of yN-N is ac2ually.a &mint of @N - N so every bounded functionfrom N
to a compact space extends to ~1~) 
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Note added in proof 
Peter Nyilcos has informed the author that he has established 3.2. 
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